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 The caigua, pronounced kai-wa, is a member of the Cucurbitaceae family of plants, the 

same family of plants as pumpkin, cucumber, and gourds, among others. It is an herbaceous vine 

and originates in South America, predominantly with various cultures in the northern part of Peru.  

Today some people promote is as one of the ‘lost crops of the Incas’.  It is the small fruit which are 

generally harvested and eaten although the plant extracts are well recognised as having many 

medicinal type uses, especially in the control of obesity or high blood pressure.  The fruit is 

relatively hollow and is most often stuffed (after seed is taken out) before cooking, similar to 

cooking aubergines or peppers.  The young shoots and leaves are also edible as greens. Raw fruit 

are also edible.  Green fruit is suitable for use in the preparation of pickles or with salads. 

 

 

Caigua is really only grown commercially in Peru and produces smallish green fruit (~ 10-

15cm long). The plant is characterised by its trailing habits which can be precocious in the right 

environment. Special attention should be given to the training, because of this precocious growing 

habit. Also, it is recommended to use secateurs when harvesting as the fruit has a spiny texture.  

The fruit are almost hollow with the hard black seeds contained inside.  The plant has the ability to 

withstand quite cool temperatures however it benefits greatly from the hot summer sun so suits a 

well sited sunny location.   

 

Caigua (Cyclanthera pedata) 

Production Factsheet 

Caigua (kai-wa) 

Syn. Achocha, slipper gourd 
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Caigua (Cyclanthera pedata) 
General Production Guide 

Seed Sowing (early spring is best) 

 Fill small pots with potting mix  

 Sow one seed carefully into each pot – they are large seed and easy to handle 

 Place the seed at a depth twice the seed’s size 

 Add water daily (enough to keep the root area humid throughout the day) 

 Keep at a temperature between 20-25°C 

 Seeds will germinate approx. 7-8 days after sowing 

 If preferred, seed can be directly sown outdoors after the risk of late frosts 

Seedling Planting 

 Once about 2-4inches in height you should plant each seedling into a larger pot or bag 

with general potting mix with slow release fertiliser previously added.  You can transplant 

these seedlings about 4 weeks later 

 Alternatively plant outside directly in the garden with growing support available 

 Apply N:P:K 10:12:12 fertiliser (or a general tomato fertiliser) at planting 

 Ensure a sunny aspect (north facing is good) good drainage and enough light all day 

 Irrigate if necessary, especially during long dry summer periods 

Crop Management 

 Train the plants by tying them to bamboo or wooden sticks (preferably 2 m high tutors) 

 Keep tidy growth habit as the plants grow fast and somewhat unruly 

 Watch for the first flower development – small pale coloured flowers 

 Add an N:P:K fertiliser as a side dressing after first flowering   

 Flowers are insect pollinated.  Fruits appear soon after – small gherkin type appearance 

 Keep the surrounding area well weeded, which reduces competition and helps to prevent 

diseases. 

 Check regularly for pests and diseases, and remove manually (or chemically if needed) 

Harvest 

 Save the seed from 2 or 3 of the first fruits for future planting – or sharing 

 Harvest the caigua fruit once they have a strong green appearance and will snap easily off 

the plant.  They should still be soft and immature for best flavour 

 Use them straight away rather than storing for future use 

 The plants produce an abundance of fruit so supply for the entire summer if managed well 
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